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This help sheet explains how to implement the 5% VAT rate on eat-in or hot takeaway food and non-
alcoholic drinks from restaurants, cafes and pubs, accommodation in hotels, B&Bs, campsites and caravan 
sites and attractions like cinemas, theme parks and zoos. This temporary rate is in place from 15th July 
2020 until 12th January 2021. 

 

Preparation 

Ensure that all invoices – purchase and sales at the rate of 20% have been raised and posted by 14th July 
2020. On the 15th July 2020 and prior to any invoices being raised the new VAT rules must be in place. 
 
As VAT codes are not set up or amended very often, these notes will guide you through the set-up of a 
new VAT code. 

Customers and Suppliers have an Account VAT type assigned to them. Products and services have an 
Item VAT type assigned to them These Account and Item VAT types are combined in a VAT matrix that 
defines the final VAT code used. This final VAT code is written to the VAT register and is then used by 
the MTD functionality to define which box on the Tax Return the figures are recorded under. 

Consideration is needed to make sure you flag the products and customer/suppliers eligible for this new 
temporary reduction in VAT.  
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1.1.  VAT Codes 

A new VAT code may be required to calculate the 5% VAT. Take a look at the settings for your 20% VAT 
code and use these as a guide. The example below creates a new ‘TV’ VAT code. 

 

Pressing F3 will show the MTD extra fields.  

The code used for reduced rate UK sales and purchases should not require anything to be set for MTD 
unless you are using Reverse Charge VAT. 
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1.2.  Account VAT Type Maintenance 

This option allows you group your customers and suppliers into VAT groups. If you can utilise the new 
5% VAT rate based on all goods received from a specific supplier or sold to a specific customer you can 
create a new Account type. 

  

This code is applied to your customers / suppliers
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1.3.  Item VAT Type Maintenance 

This option allows you to group your products and services into VAT groups. So if only certain products 
are eligible for the new 5% you can distinguish these from the standard VAT codes. 

  

 This ‘Item’ VAT Type is then assigned to products and services. If all your products / services are 
applicable for VAT and it’s the customer or supplier that defines the rate VAT calculated you can leave 
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the products/services blank. Any products/services that need to be treated differently will require an 
Item VAT Type assigning. 

 

 

1.4.  VAT Matrix Maintenance. 

This option combines the customer/supplier settings with the product/service settings to define which 
VAT code is used. This VAT code defines the calculated VAT that is written to the VAT register. 

 

The example below is using the HOSP assigned to the customer/supplier with a blank product VAT Item 
type. This will use the TV VAT code which will calculate 5% VAT and write this to the VAT Register.  
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This setting will calculate 5% VAT on all products with a blank VAT type bought/sold to a 
customer/supplier with the VAT type of HOSP. 

 

This setting will calculate 5% VAT on all products with a TEMP VAT type bought/sold to a 
customer/supplier with a blank VAT type. 

 

 

Please make sure that all combinations of Account VAT types and Item VAT types are accommodated in 
the VAT matrix. 

You may want to apply the HOSP VAT type to ensure only the correct customers/suppliers receive the 
5% VAT rate and also ensure that only eligible products are charged the new 5% VAT rate. 
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When changing either a customer/supplier or product VAT group it is important to make sure that all 
combinations have been catered for in the VAT matrix. 

A system key OPVATAMEND can be set to YES to allow the VAT code to be amended on sales orders as 
they are processed if the matrix requires some fine tuning. 

 

 

 


